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Financial victimization of older 
adults is a serious problem

▪ Seniors are prime targets for financial predators
▪ Peak of asset accumulation
▪ Diminished financial capacity
▪ Social isolation
▪ Targeted by both fraudsters and opportunistic family members

▪ Financial service institutions are on the front lines

▪ Increasing pressure to ramp up financial protection efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial professionals are well positioned to recognize the hallmarks of fraud and financial abuse; conduits from which money transfers from the victim to the perpetratorHot seat for interventionThey can detect:uncharacteristic withdrawals from checking, savings, or investment accountsforged signatures on checks or financial documentsabrupt changes in powers of attorneyunexplained asset transfers; large checks written out to cashstrangers becoming involved in the client’s financial affairs 
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However, they are working under the constraints created by a complicated system of state and federal oversightDepending on their designation and certification, financial planners are governed by different entities and different laws.Registered investment advisors are regulated either by their state securities departments and/or by the SEC, depending on the size of the firm. FINRA, which is an independent self-regulatory membership-based organization (SRO), is empowered by the SEC to oversee broker-dealersBanks are regulated by prudential regulators such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Board System, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and also by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), an enforcement agency. 



Research questions

1. What are firms doing to address elder financial exploitation? 

2. What regulations govern their detection and prevention 
policies? 

3. How do they train employees to recognize the red flags of 
financial exploitation? 

4. What are their policies for reporting suspicions of elder 
financial exploitation? 

5. Do they want to do more, and if so, what? What barriers do 
they face?



Interviews
Broker-dealers & 
retail banks

▪ Small: under 400 
employees; <$1 
billion assets

▪ Medium: 10,000 
employees; $70 
billion assets

▪ Large: over 200,000 
employees; $2 
trillion in assets
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In selecting interview participants, our goal was to interview a range of firms that varied in size and market share to identify the scope of fraud detection, and also to interview people from different sectors of the industry.two large banks with over 70 million customers that manage $1.8 and $2.1 trillion dollars in assets, respectively, and employ an average of 244,000 full-time employees. We also interviewed midsize regional banks that have approximately $74 billion in assets and 10,000 employees, and small community banks that have fewer than 15 branches, less than 1 billion in assets, and under 350 employees. We also interviewed large and medium sized wealth management firms. The largest had approximately two and a half trillion in assets under management and over 15,000 financial advisors, and the smallest had nearly $650 billion assets under management and a few thousand contracted financial advisors. We also sought perspectives from government regulatory bodies that oversee financial services, including the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Some of the findings that I am about to present will not be new information to the audience members who work in financial services, in fact, we may have interviewed members of your firm. Nevertheless, I think you will be interested to hear about what other firms across the spectrum of financial services are doing to protect their older clients.



Financial industry’s chief concerns

Client 
privacy

Brand 
reputation

Client 
financial 

autonomy

Cost
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Consumer protection laws are intended uphold consumers’ rights to privacy and autonomy so firms can suffer customer litigation if they intervene with a heavy hand. which sometimes interfere with a firm’s financial protection efforts . Firms can suffer enforcement actions for failing to address the risk of fraud in their compliance and employee training programs. Also, implementing changes to internal policies and training frontline staff in fraud detection can be costly. So although firms have relationship management and risk management reasons to intervene when financial exploitation is suspected, they also must not infringe on their clients’ rights.  This places firms in legal limbo



Secondary 
Interventions

• Investigating suspicious activity 
• Reporting to APS/law enforcement
• Contacting family members
• Withholding disbursements

Primary 
Interventions

• Training frontline staff and financial advisors
• Early financial planning
• Tools/products for detection & prevention
• Community outreach & education
• Data-driven detection strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We found that concerns about seniors’ vulnerability to elder financial abuse and fraud were really growing across the industry, starting with wealth advisory firms and moving more into the retail banking industry.  All firms were ramping up efforts to prevent elder fraud and financial exploitation -- I call these primary intervention strategies that include training for frontline staff and financial advisors in learning the red flags, engaging clients in conversations about who will help them manage their money in the future, creating new tools, account features to help families protect their loved ones, and leading grassroots efforts to educate older consumers about their risk of fraud. A number of firms are holding community outreach seminars at senior centers, public libraries, and some are even doing cross-training with law enforcement to find ways to work together better. Secondary interventions are put in play following and incident of exploitation.  Interventions might include filing a Suspicious Activity Report with FinCEN—an action that is required for both banks and broker dealers; escalating the case internally for investigation by compliance officers. One of the larger firms we spoke to created an entire centralized department solely for addressing suspected cases of elder financial exploitation. Other secondary interventions are reporting to local law enforcement and adult protective services, and contacting the clients family members or other trusted individuals to get them to help intervene. Another strategy is to withhold the disbursement of funds or deny a transaction until the matter can be investigated.



Differences across financial institutions
▪ Size of firm

▪ Rules and regulations   

▪ Customer relationship 
model   

Transaction-based Relationship-based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did find variability in what firms were doing.Smaller firms have fewer resources invest in fraud prevention resources, but they are also more nimble and can adaptTheir intervention strategies also differed by their client relationship modelFinancial advisors have personal relationships with their clients and often work with the same individual for decades and through multiple life stages. They are therefore more familiar with their clients’ finances, risk preferences, and their short and long-term financial goals. Alternatively, bank employees have a transaction-based relationship with customers. Although frontline staff frequently engage with those they serve, interactions are typically very brief and are not focused on helping the customer with financial planning. Employees of small community banks may know some customers personally, but employees of large national banks have thousands of customers who patronize multiple branches across different locations. 



Primary 
interventions: 
Detection & Prevention



Innovations in employee training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just computer based module training anymore—efforts to make training more interactive—in-person, instructor-lead, discussion of financial exploitation vignettes, etc.Some of these warning signs are behavioral or interpersonal—for example, an older person appears to be submissive or fearful of a caregiver or a stranger accompanies a regular customer to the bank and shadows them Learning about aging and cognitive decline—signs of impairment in financial capacity—this is a key issue among financial advisorsGamification to trainingAwards/incentives for employees who catch fraud Screen savers with the red flagsWells Fargo OWN ITBanks are training call center staff to detect if customer is coached by third partyLearn about what questions to ask the client and other signs to look out for



Tools and products to enhance protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Best way to stop fraud is to prevent it in the first placeAdvanced financial planning is the best strategy. Advisors are encouraged to talk to their clients about…Power of attorneyTrustsAdvanced directives for assigning surrogate decision-makersOther strategies for adults with dementia Limited use cards for seniors or their caregiversPre-loaded cards--allow caregivers to help with shopping, transportation, and paying bills, but limit how much of the elder’s money they can spendSmall joint accounts with automatic transfersAccount monitoringView-only privileges on accountsLook for deviations in spending behavior



Secondary 
interventions: 
Reporting & Response
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Increase in ‘elder financial exploitation’ filings

Elder financial 
exploitation 

advisory issued
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Federal reporting—SARSAll depository institutions and securities firms must submit Suspicious Activity Reports, or SARs, to the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) within 30 days following an incident of fraud or financial abuse. FinCEN--describeAddition of new Category -- Elder Financial Exploitation -- in February 2011 has lead to an increase in the number of cases that have been reported but not necessarily investigated by law enforcement



Increase in ‘elder financial exploitation’ SAR filings
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Elder financial exploitation reporting continues to rise, particularly at depository institutionsThis is a promising trend, but there are questions about whether SARs do anything to help seniors who are exploited; Apparent inaction by local law enforcement Lack of investigation and follow-up creates a disincentive to file



▪ Adult Protective Services

▪ Law Enforcement

Local Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reporting to APS is mandatory for financial institutions in half the 50 states, not in Pennsylvania thoughAPS will make an attempt to evaluate the elder in person and investigate the allegationsAPS may cross report to law enforcement49 states and the District of Columbia include immunity provisions in their APS laws that protect individuals who make reports in good faith. Firms don’t need to worry about privacy:  APS laws provide immunity from civil and criminal liability to any person who reports elder financial abuse as long as they reported in good faithAlthough most firms are not in favor of mandatory reporting laws for financial institutions--citing liability concerns, fear of jeopardizing customer trust and that APS was ineffective and slow to respond. and that they would be more likely to support mandatory reporting if APS had sufficient staff and resources to adequately address their reports and could keep the client safethere is evidence in California that these laws increase awareness in California, reports from financial institutions jumped from 127 cases in 2006, to 940 cases in 2007, representing a 640 percent increase For larger firms that cross state lines, state-based reporting laws makes it difficult to train employees.



“Stop the bleeding”

Contact trusted family 
members Pause the transaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main role of financial institutions should be to have controls in place to stop the continual loss of funds At wealth advisory firms, two methods include:Clients complete an “In Case of Emergency” form that authorizes firms to contact designated individuals if the financial advisor believes the client is at risk of financial exploitationPutting a hold on a disbursement if it is going to a questionable entity



Autonomy 
& Privacy Protection

Balancing act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, firms are VERY worried about their liability—how do they balance the goals of client protection with client privacy and decision-making autonomy.



Solution: Safe Harbor Protections

▪ FINRA and NASAA rule proposals
▪ Emergency contact forms

▪ Disbursement holds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wealth advisory firms stated that universal standards and safe harbor protections would enable them to do more to protect clients without fear of incurring liabilityNew Rule proposals modeled after Missouri and Washington laws:allows broker-dealers (FINRA) or other financial advisors (NASAA) to contact trusted others without being subject to civil liability suits as long as they have reason to suspect a client is a being financially exploitedFINRA –requires that firms make reasonable efforts to proactively obtain contact information for a trusted person when an account is opened or in the course of updating account information, but if no trusted person is listed on the account, firms are permitted to breach privacy rules and contact an immediate family member of their choosing NASAA—client must name individuals to contact in advanceRules allow financial advisors to hold a questionable disbursement for up to 10 (or 15—FINRA) business days without penalty and report elder financial exploitation 



Looking forward

▪ Need for more standardization and guidance

▪ Test interventions to identify best practices

▪ Partnerships with community-level stakeholders 

▪ Engagement from trade organizations

▪ Identify future risks associated with mobile banking and online 
investing

Presenter
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Biggest motivator: brand reputation and trustWe don’t know what’s best yet.Where can federal laws help?Firms that have partnered with agencies on a local level have had success in protecting their clients—bust the predator – save client assets, boost reputationLocalized recommendations are difficult in a large corporate settingInformation sharing with law enforcement and APSTrade organizations and advocacy groups aid in developing training for staff, consumer education, toolkitsReduce variability across the industryEncouraging organic relationships at the local level—branch managers—is a nice idea, but up to the people who work at the branch to form these relationships and motivation among law enforcementNew channels



Questions?
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